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ABSTRACT
A task-specific programming language (TSPL) is a domain-specific programming language (in programming languages terms) designed for a particular user task (in human-computer interaction terms). Users of task-specific programming are able to use the tool to complete useful tasks, without prior training, in a short enough period that one can imagine fitting it into a normal class (e.g., around 10 minutes). We are designing a set of task-specific programming languages for use in social studies and precalculus courses. Our goal is offer an alternative to more general purpose programming languages (such as Scratch or Python) for integrating computing into other disciplines. An example task-specific programming language for precalculus offers a concrete context: An image filter builder for learning basic matrix arithmetic (addition and subtraction) and matrix multiplication by a scalar. TSPLs allow us to imagine a research question which we couldn’t ask previously: How much computing might students learn if they used a multiple TSPLs in each subject in each primary and secondary school grade?
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1 INTRODUCTION
Computing is a transformational technology that influences students’ daily lives. Yet, few students learn about this technology. In the few US states for which we have data, less than 1% of high school students take any computer science class, despite 30–50% of high schools in those states offering computer science [25]. The US national framework for K-12 CS Education [47] recommends that students should be able to use computing as a true literacy, for both reading (consumer) and writing (creating). How do we engage more students in gaining computational literacy? We have shown that learning computing in a context (such as manipulating digital media in Media Computation) can dramatically improve student engagement and retention within the discipline [14], in part because students have a greater sense of relevance and utility [15, 32].

Computing education research has supported the hypothesis that context can make computer science learning more successful. We see a historical argument for using other STEM subjects as context that computing can make more effectively through the use of computing. The abstractions of precalculus (e.g., vectors and matrices, trigonometric functions, sequences, and series) are powerful and applicable to many domains, and programming can give students the opportunity to use these concepts in concrete and motivating contexts, such as media manipulation, 3-D animations, and music. Precalculus skills are critical for success in STEM education [33]. While precalculus enrollment is small (about 20% of US 11th graders [1]) compared to subjects like algebra or biology, precalculus courses in the US enroll more than double the total enrollment for computer science classes in the US [16, 25]. Can computing provide a concrete context for precalculus, the way that Media Computation provided a context for computer science?

We are exploring the hypothesis that we can use computing to provide a context that enhances learning in other subjects. For example, precalculus is a course that has the potential to be taught more effectively through the use of computing. The abstractions of precalculus (e.g., vectors and matrices, trigonometric functions, sequences, and series) are powerful and applicable to many domains, and programming can give students the opportunity to use these concepts in concrete and motivating contexts, such as media manipulation, 3-D animations, and music. Precalculus skills are critical for success in STEM education [33]. While precalculus enrollment is small (about 20% of US 11th graders [1]) compared to subjects like algebra or biology, precalculus courses in the US enroll more than double the total enrollment for computer science classes in the US [16, 25]. Can computing provide a concrete context for precalculus, the way that Media Computation provided a context for computer science?

The trick is to make “programming” fit precalculus (or other subjects), so that there is a synergy and not a competition for student attention. Programming experiences differ, and those differences matter. The notation used for programming (the programming language) plays a critical role in student success in programming and what they learn from the experience. For example, there are mistakes that students make in textual languages that they rarely make in blocks-based languages [43]. Most importantly, there is a difference in meta-representational power between different programming languages. The programming language can be a scaffold to promote the development of conceptual understanding [4, 5, 44].
In the end, it’s the classroom teacher who makes computer science integration in the classroom work. The “teacher effect” explains more variance in student learning than any other factor [9]. Their “will and skill” and comfort with the “tool” determine the success of any technology integration effort [27]. It’s surprising, then, that the teacher is the stakeholder who typically has no voice in choosing the programming language used in integration efforts. Tools are typically provided to teachers pre-defined. The reason in the past was the complexity of the design space. Designing and implementing programming languages has been a challenging problem. Teaching teachers and curriculum designers a new programming language takes time and effort.

Making new languages has been hard, but modern research in programming languages has reduced the complexity of creating new languages considerably. We have significant new tools for generating new domain-specific programming languages, such as the Racket language-oriented programming supports [7, 41], and Pharo meta-programming tools [6, 28]. Empirical studies show that domain-specific programming languages are faster to learn and lead to fewer errors than programming in general purpose programming languages [20].

The term task-specific programming languages [17] describes a new set of domain-specific programming languages in which users can be successful and complete tasks in literally minutes. Task-specific programming languages are domain-specific languages (in the programming language design sense) that have been designed around supporting specific user tasks (in the human-computer interface design sense). Probably the best example currently in the research literature is Rousillon is a task-specific programming language for web scraping, i.e. gathering data from Web pages, which is a common data science task [2]. Rousillon combines a programming-by-demonstration interface and a blocks-based programming language (Helena). Empirical studies comparing Rousillon and Selenium meta-programming tools find that users of Selenium finish tasks in 25 minutes that complete novices can solve in Rousillon in 10 minutes.

1.1 Task-specific programming languages as microworlds

A powerful way to think about task-specific programming languages is as a microworld. Seymour Papert first defined microworlds [24] as a “subset of reality or a constructed reality whose structure matches that of a given cognitive mechanism so as to provide an environment where the latter can operate effectively. The concept leads to the project of inventing microworlds so structured as to allow a human learner to exercise particular powerful ideas or intellectual skills.” Andrea diSessa built on this idea in Boxer, and said in his book Changing Minds [3]: “A microworld is a type of computational document aimed at embedding important ideas in a form that students can readily explore. The best microworlds have an easy-to-understand set of operations that students can use to engage tasks of value to them, and in doing so, they come to understanding powerful underlying principles. You might come to understand ecology, for example, by building your own little creatures that compete with and are dependent on each other.”

Typically, a microworld is built on top of a general-purpose language, e.g., Logo for Papert and Boxer for diSessa. Thus, the designer of the microworld could assume familiarity with the syntax and semantics of the programming language, and perhaps some general programming concepts like mutable variables and control structures. The problem here is that Logo and Boxer, like any general-purpose programming language, take time to develop proficiency.

A task-specific programming language (TSPL) aims to provide the same easy-to-understand operations for a microworld, but with a language designed for a particular purpose. While that limits the abstractions and concepts that can be used, it makes it possible to think about different microworlds, i.e., different task-specific programming languages, in the same course. Perhaps an elementary or secondary school student might encounter several different TSPLs in a single year.

2 EXPLORATION OF TASK-SPECIFIC PROGRAMMING

We are currently exploring task-specific programming in two domains: social studies (specifically, history) and precalculus.

- For history, we are supporting the work of Tamara Shreiner who is developing a data literacy curriculum for social studies. Social studies curricula are increasingly relying on data visualizations [39], but teachers are uncomfortable with existing visualization tools [23]. We are testing new task-specific programming languages with history teachers.
- For precalculus, we are creating prototype task-specific programming languages to use as starting places for teacher commentary.

In both examples, we use a participatory design framing. We ask teachers in history and precalculus to be informants in a design process. In neither domain is there an existing practice of using computation. We provide examples that we expect will be insufficient, in order to prompt our informants to explore what might really help them. By starting with teachers, we believe that we dramatically increase the odds that the products we produce will be usable and adopted by teachers. We are explicitly designing task-specific programming languages as a strategy to integrate computing into other classes.

2.1 Pilot Study with Social Studies Educators using a TSPL

In a pilot study we ran in March 2019, we asked social studies educators to use a task-specific programming language, Vega-Lite [34], that they had never seen before to build visualizations in less than 20 minutes. Vega-Lite is only a language for information visualization – not for calculation or any other task. But that specificity makes for ease of use.

Our participants were pre-service social studies teachers taking a course on data literacy. We offered the teachers the opportunity to build their own visualizations using two languages with high domain authenticity [37]. Both languages accessed the same data source (UN data on life expectancies in different countries and on different continents) and generated the same initial visualization.
Working in pairs was a critical part of their social support, and with programming, with several participant commenting that the Vega-Lite visualization. The JavaScript groups complained that the environment reduced the complexity of the task. They also suggested applications of the visualization languages in both History and Economics.

Several teachers compared the use of the programming language to Excel. They preferred the use of code for generating visualizations because of the ease of exploration. One teacher said that she’d never figured out “all the mouse clicks… I haven’t watched the YouTube videos” to build sophisticated visualizations in Excel. “Here, it’s a single word. It can be learned.”

This pilot study gives us confidence that participatory design sessions can give us important feedback on task-specific programming. Teachers were able to complete the activities, evaluate the options in terms of the variables of interest, and give us new insights that we had not had previously. We are planning a second participatory design session for Fall 2019 where we will compare Vega-Lite to CODAP, a data analysis and visualization platform explicitly designed for high school students [8]. We are also designing a new visualization tool explicitly for Shreiner’s curriculum, informed by our teacher-informants.

2.2 Prototype: Building Image Filters as a Precalculus Activity

In history, we have collaborators and teachers to work with. In precalculus, we have not yet found collaborators, so we build prototype task-specific programming environments as prompts, foils, and provocations – an artifact to respond to. We are using our initial prototypes in participatory design sessions with precalculus teachers, as in our session with social studies educators using Vega-Lite.

Evidence on the use of prototypes in participatory design suggests that too “finished” a product squashes criticism and discussion [42]. Few design informants will question a beautiful design. We are aiming for tools that provoke teachers to tell us what they really need and want.

Our goal is to develop a tool that teachers would actually adopt. By inviting precalculus teachers to help design the language, we dramatically increase the odds that the tool might be adopted by real teachers, according to implementation science ([18]) and from research on moving research-based interventions into practice [10, 40].

Our first prototype allows students to define image filters (Figure 2) through matrix manipulations in the precalculus curriculum. The front page of the application shows an initial picture (lower left hand corner), a list of matrix operations (upper left corner), and a transformed picture (upper right hand corner). In some versions, we have developed a pixel-by-pixel inspector to compare the two pictures (lower right corner). In text and using standard mathematical matrix notation, we describe how the picture is composed of a red, green, and blue channel matrix.

On subsequent cards or pages, students describe matrix manipulations in English, via radio buttons and pull-down menus (Figure 3 and Figure 4). Students might choose to change the matrix of colors in a picture (top of Figure 3) by adding or subtracting matrices

- Activity 1 used JavaScript with the Google Charts [12], an industry-standard language and visualization package. The JavaScript code was 45 lines long and included an SQL query to access the data, and HTML for formatting the visualization. We used JSFiddle to provide a browser-based programming environment where the code and visualization would both be visible.
- Activity 2 used Vega-Lite [34], a research product that is being used by data scientists and computational journalists. The comparable Vega-Lite program was 25 lines code in a JSON format. Vega-Lite provides its own editor with specialized features, e.g., hovering over a keyword provides documentation and suggests for alternatives. (See Figure 1.)

We asked the teachers to pair up, and then randomly gave them one of two activity templates, following the process of Wilkerson [45]. Each introduced the data set, and then linked to the program in an in-browser editor. We guided them to make some small changes to the program (e.g., visualizing a different variable) then gave them options to explore. We gave the groups 20 minutes to explore, then led a discussion about their experience with prompts asking them about their design preferences of a programming language for social studies education.

All groups were able to generate a visualization, which was itself an interesting finding. Our teachers had very little prior experience with programming, with several participant commenting that the most similar activity they had ever had was changing the background of their MySpace page in middle school. Most groups who started with Vega-Lite were also able to try JavaScript, but not all the groups who started with JavaScript were to also complete the Vega-Lite visualization. The JavaScript groups complained that the program was “overwhelming” (repeated several times in both the discussion and post-survey), that the complexity “distracted from the data,” and that they could not find good documentation. They told us that when they were making changes, “the intuitive way didn’t work. We hunted all over to figure it out. But we couldn’t.” Working in pairs was a critical part of their social support, and several teachers told us how they made more bold changes to their visualization because they had a partner to help them back out if they failed.

When we asked teachers what tool they preferred if they were going to make their own visualizations, Vega-Lite was the favorite, but mostly because of the environment. Teachers preferred the documentation, and how the editor helped with syntax (with the hover-over tips). They also liked how the new visualization came up immediately when they made an edit, without hitting the Run button. The environment reduced the complexity of the task. They also suggested applications of the visualization languages in both History and Economics.

- Figure 1: Vega-Lite Code and Editor as Used in the Pilot Study
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- Teachers were able to complete the activities, evaluate the options in terms of the variables of interest, and give us new insights that we had not had previously. We are planning a second participatory design session for Fall 2019 where we will compare Vega-Lite to CODAP, a data analysis and visualization platform explicitly designed for high school students [8]. We are also designing a new visualization tool explicitly for Shreiner’s curriculum, informed by our teacher-informants.

2.2 Prototype: Building Image Filters as a Precalculus Activity

In history, we have collaborators and teachers to work with. In precalculus, we have not yet found collaborators, so we build prototype task-specific programming environments as prompts, foils, and provocations – an artifact to respond to. We are using our initial prototypes in participatory design sessions with precalculus teachers, as in our session with social studies educators using Vega-Lite. Evidence on the use of prototypes in participatory design suggests that too “finished” a product squashes criticism and discussion [42]. Few design informants will question a beautiful design. We are aiming for tools that provoke teachers to tell us what they really need and want.

Our goal is to develop a tool that teachers would actually adopt. By inviting precalculus teachers to help design the language, we dramatically increase the odds that the tool might be adopted by real teachers, according to implementation science ([18]) and from research on moving research-based interventions into practice [10, 40].

Our first prototype allows students to define image filters (Figure 2) through matrix manipulations in the precalculus curriculum. The front page of the application shows an initial picture (lower left hand corner), a list of matrix operations (upper left corner), and a transformed picture (upper right hand corner). In some versions, we have developed a pixel-by-pixel inspector to compare the two pictures (lower right corner). In text and using standard mathematical matrix notation, we describe how the picture is composed of a red, green, and blue channel matrix.

On subsequent cards or pages, students describe matrix manipulations in English, via radio buttons and pull-down menus (Figure 3 and Figure 4). Students might choose to change the matrix of colors in a picture (top of Figure 3) by adding or subtracting matrices

- Figure 2: Matrix Manipulations in the PreCalculus Activity
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- Figure 3: Pixel-by-Pixel Inspector
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- Figure 4: Matrix Notation
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which are selected via pull-down menus. The available matrices are red, green, blue, or all-255, a matrix of the same size where all cells contain 255 (the maximum value of a channel). Students might alternatively choose (via a radio button) to multiply a matrix by a scalar (e.g., to reduce or increase red in a picture) as in Figure 4. Once a student defines a matrix manipulation, the manipulation is explained to the student using the mathematics language and notation as it might appear in a precalculus textbook. In this way, the student’s understanding of the matrix manipulations is rehearsed and connected to the classroom context.

The collection of operations, in sequence, is then a program which implements an image filter which can be applied to an arbitrary picture (Figure 2). Our goal is to make more concrete and relevant the precalculus matrix manipulations.

2.3 Response from precalculus teachers

We have had a few one-on-one participatory design sessions with precalculus teachers. We begin the session by asking the teacher what students find difficult about precalculus. What is hard to teach, and what is hard for students to learn? Then we ask about the purpose of matrix manipulations and wave functions (the context for our second prototype) in precalculus, to prime them to think about the concepts on which we are focusing. Then we show them the prototypes. The key questions are whether the tools are usable and meet a need – and if not (which is what we expect), what might be useful.

In general, most mathematics teachers are not excited about this prototype. While the image filters are “cool,” the matrix manipulations we are practicing are the “easy” ones. Few students struggle with matrix addition and subtraction or with scalar multiplication. Teachers all agreed that this was simple and usable enough to fit into a single class session. Then we show them the prototypes. The key questions are whether the tools are usable and meet a need – and if not (which is what we expect), what might be useful.

In general, most mathematics teachers are not excited about this prototype. While the image filters are “cool,” the matrix manipulations we are practicing are the “easy” ones. Few students struggle with matrix addition and subtraction or with scalar multiplication. Teachers all agreed that this was simple and usable enough to fit into a single class session. Then we show them the prototypes. The key questions are whether the tools are usable and meet a need – and if not (which is what we expect), what might be useful.

3 CONCLUSION: IMAGINE A WORLD WITH MANY TASK-SPECIFIC PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

TSPLs raise a tantalizing possibility for integrating computing into other disciplines, one that we could not think about with only our existing general purpose programming languages. If a TSPL can be learned and used within a single class session, then we might imagine several of them being used in a single course. We might have several in each course. We might imagine a student studying algebra with Boostrap [35, 36], using Vega-Lite for data visualization in history class, and later using matrices to define image filters, as with our prototype.

How much computing might a student learn if they used multiple TSPLs before entering their first course specifically on computer science? Might they generalize some ideas about computing across different languages, and enter their CS course with a strong intuitive sense of "program," "programming," and "computation"? We are not arguing for transfer. Rather, we suggest that students might learn the first concepts in learning trajectories [29–31], where the focus is on the causal and repeatable nature of programs. Students might learn what a program is.

We are just starting to explore the research questions about task-specific programming. TSPLs may be even easier to use than block-based programming languages, allowing us to explore questions about how usable we can make programming. Our current TSPLs completely avoid concepts such as abstraction, decomposition, and programmer-defined data. That will unlikely to be true for all tasks, but it raises a great set of research questions. How do we characterize the learning tasks with which one can engage at a given level of computational complexity? How far can we go with using programming across the curriculum before we deal with the hard stuff? Rather than assume that we need to teach a Turing-complete language for integrating across the curriculum, we can instead explore just how much computing we really need to help students to learn with and about computing.
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